INTRODUCTION
Traditional questionnaire analysis treats the data as discrete and controllable. Though the computation such as average and standard deviation considers the discrete frequency distribution, it stays on the initial data got from survey and overlooks the possibility nature in the process of survey, and hence it does not consider the possibility distribution trend. Monte Carlo Simulation is a useful tool to study the possible probability distribution if trying more times.
Hence, we take it to explore into the information concealed behind the survey. The data used is from a questionnaire aimed to find the key assessment indicators for measuring the benefits of investment in rural infrastructure.
II. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is a numerical method to solve the problems in mathematics, physics, engineering and production management, etc. by randomly sampling relevant stochastic variable or process [1] . The basic idea is to construct a stochastic variable or process, the parameter of which is related to the problems, determine the probability distributions of the variables concerned, then sample form these distributions by means of random numbers to obtain data and finally attain the results by the transformation methods defined before based on the statistics [2] .
Since introduced by Metropolis and Ulam [3] , Monte Carlo Simulation has been applied in many disciplines. It can not only solve the deterministic mathematics problems [4] , but also the stochastic ones [5] . Furthermore, it is used in the disciplines, where data acquisition is hardly possible or consuming much labor and cost, such as engineering, telecommunications and finance [6] or project risk assessment [7] .
Monte Carlo Simulation is a useful tool applied in a situation where there is uncertain and uncontrollable input information whose probability distribution is known and can be handled analytically [2] , therefore it is used in this paper to explore the possibility distribution trend of the questionnaire. There are various commercial packages available for conducting Monte Carlo simulations analyses. In this demonstration exercise, the package Crystal Ball was used.
III. THE DIFFERENCE OF RANKING BY MEAN
As shown in Table 1 , based on the probability distribution attained from questionnaire, the Monte Carlo
Simulation indicates that with the increase of the survey, the opinion towards specific items shall be concentrated, though it is different from, or even less than the original computation value.
That's to say, if we conduct more surveys, the result shall be inclined to the simulation results, which is more scientific and useful, especially when we conduct the following analysis, such as ranking by the average value. In other words, the ranking among the three is quite different if more surveys are conducted, which on the other hand, shows that it is not feasible to rank the indicators by the average value if the concentration trend is not considered.
Therefore, the Monte Carlo Simulation is critical for us to find more information based on the limited questionnaire.
IV. THE DIFFERENCE OF FURTHER PROCESS
The difference exists not only in the ranking by mean, but also in the further process. In our research, we use fuzzy set theory to find out the key assessment indicators (KAIs).
According to the Fuzzy set theory, the symbol A is used to represent a set of key assessment indicators, noted as KAI set. It is designed as a fuzzy set:
Where ij
x is an indicator listed in Table 1 . n denotes the number of categories, As designed by the questionnaire, the significance of a specific indicator can be scored between 1 and 9, and therefore the score of 5 is seen as a neutral level for distinguish importance and unimportance. Thereafter, it is feasible to consider that the probability of over 5 is the degree membership of specific indicator to the group of importance. Based on fuzzy set theory, Table 2 . Table 2 The KAIs selected out by Fuzzy Set theory based on original questionnaire and MCS X21  X22  X23  X24  X25  X26  X31  X32  X33  X34  X35 The difference between the results based on original questionnaire and MCS shows that the trying is beneficial and interesting. However, the assumption is that the questionnaire survey must be scientific and hence the sample is useful to reflect the real distribution. For a new application, more foundational research should be conducted to test the validity.
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